Abstract-Digital images are prone to a variety of noises. Denoising of image is a crucial fragment of image reconstruction procedure. Noise gets familiarized in the course of reception and transmission, acquisition and storage & recovery processes. Hence de-noising an image becomes a fundamental task for correcting defects produced during these processes. A complete examination of the various noises which corrupt an image is included in this paper. Elimination of noises is done using various filters. To attain noteworthy results various filters have been anticipated to eliminate these noises from Images and finally which filter is most suitable to remove a particular noise is seen using various measurement parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION During processing of digital images by means of digital computers de-noising or removal of noise is very essential [1] . Noise is an unwanted signal in image which gives change in visibility of any image and occurs usually due to thermal or electrical signals such as from sensors or environmental conditions. The problem at hand is removing the noise of an image while preserving its main features (edges, textures, colors, contrast, etc.) This has been widely examined over the last two decades and several types of approaches have been developed. There are two domain processes available for restoring the image, first one is spatial domain and second one is frequency domain. In the spatial domain filtering action is done by operating on the pixel of the digital image directly for restoring the image. On the other hand filtering action is completed by in frequency domain by mapping spatial domain into frequency domain of the image function by taking Fourier transform of the image function. After the filtering, in order to conclude the restored image we have to re map the image into spatial domain by taking inverse Fourier transform. Noise may be categorized as multiplicative noise for example speckle noise, substitutive noise for example salt and pepper noise and additive noise for example Gaussian noise. In this paper first image is occupied and noise to be deal is added to image to make it a noisy image and then noisy image is passed by filters. It becomes significant to de-noise the image before smearing to various applications [2] .The principle approach of image denoising is filtering. Numerous filters are used to eliminate noise such as averaging filters, median filters, mean filters etc. The image quality is measured by various performance parameters like the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE) [3] .
II. NOISE MODELS
Noise is an outcome of inaccuracy in image acquisition process [4] that results in pixel values that do not imitate true intensities of the actual picture. Using probability density functions we can describe a set of noise models. The most occurring noises in digital images are poisson noise, exponential noise, salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, multiplicative noise, Rayleigh noise, Erlang noise or Gamma noise and uniform noise. Following, these noises are discussed at stretch.
A. Salt and Pepper Noise
An image comprising salt-and-pepper noise will have dark pixels in bright regions and bright pixels in dark regions. It is also sometimes called Impulse Noise. This noise is usually caused by sudden and sharp disturbances in the image signal. It often presents itself as sparsely occurring black and white pixels. This type of noise can be produced by dead pixels, analog-to-digital convertor errors, bit errors in transmission, etc. If a = 0 (black) and b = 1 (white) then probability distribution is specified by 
B. Gaussian Noise
Gaussian noise is statistical in nature having a probability density function equivalent to that of the normal distribution. Gaussian noise is normally a set of values taken from a zero mean Gaussian distribution [6] which is added to every pixel value. The distribution is given by the expression
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Where mean of random variable of z, z = gray level and variance of z
C. Rayleigh Noise
The Rayleigh noise follows the Rayleigh distribution
Rayleigh density can be used to approximate skewed image histograms [9] .
D. Uniform Noise
This sort of noise generates a noise sequence and follows the uniform distribution function [11] with value ranging from a to b and is added uniformly to all the pixels of the image. The PDF of uniform noise [12] is specified by
III. FILTERING TECHNIQUES Removal of noise from the corrupted image is done by filtering. There are two types of filtering techniques [13] . First one being spatial filtering and second one is frequency filtering.
Spatial filtering is the filtering operations that are accomplished straight on the pixels of image. In Spatial Domain the filtering operation [14] is done by convolving the image pixels with the pixels of the mask. A mask is a small sub image, often of size 3 × 3 pixels. The mask size is varied according to the requirement. These include the following classes of filters  Mean filters  Order statistics filters  Adaptive filters
A. Arithmetic Mean Filter
In this type of mean filter the middle pixel value of the mask is replaced with the arithmetic mean [15] of all the pixel values within the filter window. It calculates the average value of the ruined image g(x, y) in the area defined by S x, y . The assessment of the reestablished image f(x, y) at any point (x, y) is
B. Geometric Mean Filter
The working of a geometric mean filter is same as the arithmetic mean filter; the only difference is that as a replacement for taking the arithmetic mean the geometric mean is taken. The reestablished image is given by the expression
C. Median Filter
Order-statistics filters are built on assembling the pixels enclosed in the mask. Median filter comes under this class of filters. Median filter exchanges the value of a pixel with the median value of the gray intensities within the filter window [17] or mask. Median filters are very effective for impulse noise.
D. Max and Min filter
The max filter is beneficial for finding the brightest points in an image. Since pepper noise has very small values, it is condensed by this filter as an outcome of the max selection processing the sub image area S x, y.
The min filter is valuable for finding the darkest points in an image. Also, it decreases salt noise [18] as a result of the min operation.
E. Midpoint filter
This filter computes the midpoint between the maximum and minimum values in the area included by the filter. This filter works finest for arbitrarily distributed noise like Gaussian noise. 
IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
Consider an image of dimensions M and N. If f(x, y) is the original image and g(x, y) is the distorted image then the various measurement parameters are described as follows.
A. Mean Square Error (MSE)
The MSE [19] is cumulative squared error between the compressed and the original image. It is calculated using
B. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
The PSNR is used to determine the ratio among the maximum power of a signal and power of corrupting noise. The formula of PSNR is given as (12)
C. Average Difference (AD)
The average difference is specified by the formula (13)
D. Maximum Difference (MD)
The maximum difference is specified by the formula max (14)
E. Normalized Absolute Error (NAE)
The normalized error is specified by
F. Structural Content (SC)
SC is correlation based measure and measures the similarity between two images. It is specified by the equation Table 1 shows the different measurement parameters after applying all the filters for Rayleigh noise. Table 2 shows the different measurement parameters after applying all the filters for Salt and Pepper noise. Table 3 shows the different measurement parameters after applying all the filters for Gaussian noise. Table 4 shows the different measurement parameters after applying all the filters for Uniform noise. 
VI. CONCLUSION
On seeing the factors revealed in the overhead tables we can conclude that which filter will be best for removing respective noise. This conclusion is stated below in the Table V. 
